ABTT Tender Briefing for TA

April 5, 2023

grant.pawson@ru.ac.za joined the meeting.
Meeting ended 12s 4:06:20 AM
Meeting ended Ds 4:06:20 AM
Meeting ended 0s 4:06:20 AM
Meeting started 4:06:03 AM

Nero (New York) joined the meeting.
Rashid Nkumbu joined the meeting.
Tawanda Nkumbu joined the meeting.
Ezra Mambwe joined the meeting.

Sita Mwaba joined the meeting.

Type a new message
Warner Box joined the meeting.
Gwede Ngcobo joined the meeting.
Ash Seeker joined the meeting.
VINAL, V M (VIN) joined the meeting.
David joined the meeting.
Neema@ukzn.ac.za joined the meeting.
Philip Rang joined the meeting.
Afriyie M Stickan joined the meeting.
African Pel joined the meeting.

[b]pwalton.wan@nethouse.com 4:31 110 AM
[Thread 5, Written 7/3/3, Stage: 1, Post #4] I tried the "Wandoo Register of the Non-Compulsory briefing session" as a "pre-qualifying criterion", the word "Non-compulsory" is in contradiction with the Pre-qualification criteria.
Please clarify, is the briefing session compulsory or non-compulsory? Further, how do we get the proof of attendance?

[Reply]
PJS Kang 4:3 1107 AM
[Thread 5, Written 7/3/3, Stage: 1, Post #4] Confirm, I have the presentation.

[Reply]
pwalton.wan@nethouse.com 4:3 1109 AM
I have the presentation.

[Reply]
pwalton.wan@nethouse.com 4:3 1109 AM
I have the presentation.

[Reply]
What is in your position 4:3 1109 AM
I have the presentation.

[Reply]
Nkosazana Dlamini 4:3 1120 AM
The briefing is NOT compulsory. After recording the session and the participants registered but this is not an exclusion criterion.

[Reply]
pwalton.wan@nethouse.com 4:3 1108 AM
Thank you.

Type a new message
gophile.tomas@rhm.com 4/3 11:10 AM
Thank you!

partners@col.com 4/3 11:10 AM
Question 1: Is the bidding restricted to only National Bidders or is it open for foreign participants?

Alan R. Nadler 4/3 11:11 AM
May the City establish a affordability limits for the project?

dave 4/3 11:12 AM
hello

hans@beemhooz.co.za 4/3 11:12 AM
Cordially, have received the presentation

Fredo joined the meeting.

Alan R. Nadler 4/3 11:12 AM
Will the City be the buyer of the electricity output?

dave 4/3 11:12 AM
Who executed the 2010 feasibility study?

Is the buyer defined in the DEBA?

Dave 4/3 11:14 AM
DEBA?

Dr. Paulnco, 2012 Stage 2, Part A(i) states that the bidder must be owned or GID with BBBEE level 2 or higher and that the Bidding qualifying criteria, non-compliance means immediate disqualification. However, in Section 27.1.3, Table 1, Part A(i) it is stated that if the bidder is not an GID or GID then such a bidding entity must subcontract a minimum of 60% to an BEE or GID which implies that a non-BBBEE entity may tender. Please clarify. A non-BBBEE entity with a BBBEE Level 2 rating may tender and subcontract a minimum of 60% to an BEE or GID?

Fredo, Nadia 4/3 11:14 AM
Partners. The bidding requirements will still be fulfilled as per the DEBA, regulations and PRIMA. Please ensure that BBBEE and SARS requirements are adhered to. To ensure this, the Lead Advisor should be RSA company as an example.
Parenth. The bidding requirements must all be fulfilled as per the DEIS stipulations and PPA. Please ensure that the bidding requirements are adhered to. To ensure this, the Lead Advisor should be the company providing the services.

1. The tender document, second last paragraph. The tender document requires the appointed service provider to review and identify gaps in existing studies identified. If major gaps are identified in these studies that would be covered by these gaps or is otherwise unknown at this stage, whether such gaps exist and the measures to address these gaps.

2. Part E, Para 1 – TOR Exp. – the TOR requires the ESP to obtain any other licenses that may be required for the AWTT project. The additional licenses such as weather service license and air emissions license would have been identified through phase 2 of the project. Can a list of these required licenses be submitted to all tenders to ensure all tenderers quote on the same scope of works.

3. Does the DQA need to include activities related to the construction of new sections of rail line?

4. Can any of the existing studies be made available to tenderers to provide additional background on the project?

Mthembu, Nozola (GDN) 4/3/11:48 AM
Once yes the City is the offtaker for the power.

Mthembu, Nozola (GDN) 4/3/11:48 AM
Mr. Naidoo, Mr. Sereira, is the City the preferred (144) offtaker better to keep alternatives as an option if required.

Mthembu, Nozola (GDN) 4/3/11:48 AM
Once the affordability limits are detailed in the feasibility study which will be shared with the successful tenderer.

Gray N. Raisidi 4/3/11:48 AM
Can you share the FTA comments, to enable better to estimate the gaps in the feasibility study. If the National Treasury’s comments are not shared, the previous TA will have an uncompetitive advantage in pricing, in which case please indicate how this unfair advantage will be scored.
Mr. Novo, Mr. Semaia, is the City the preferred (tied) off-taker better to keep alternatives as an option if required.

Mr. Novo, the affordability limits are detailed in the feasibility Study, which will be shared with the successful bidder.

Can you share the TIRI comments, to enable bidders to estimate the gap in the feasibility study. If the National Treasury’s comments are not shared, the possono (tender) has an unfair advantage in pricing in which case please indicate how this unfair advantage will be corrected.

The City of Bulawayo is the preferred off-taker, should the RFP consortium have additional off-takers, it may be considered for as long as it does not compromise the City and availability of the power. The NN models have assumed the affordability for the City as the supplier of the asset resource.

Question: J. Part B of the RFP: Section 2.3 warrants the bidder to seek and obtain the TCO and in section 3 Questions for foreign bidders and if the answer is “NO” TO ALL OF THE ABOVE, THEN, IT IS NOT A REQUIREMENT TO OBTAIN A TAX COMPLIANCE STATUS/TAX COMPLIANCE SYSTEM PIN CODE FROM THE SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICE (SARS) AND IF NOT REGISTER AS PID 2.3 ABOVE, there is a contradiction here. Please clarify.

Let’s work document does not work - will this be shared after the meeting?

Sorry for the delay, please let us know when clicking on the link.

Will the HS Code document be shared with us?
Amit: Hi. Morning.
Amit: wet point.
Debra: Hi. It is morning.
Amit: That didn't work.
Debra: We're sorry. But names can't be found in the dbasing-my.sharepoint.com directory. Please try again later, while we try to automatically fix this for you.

Question 1 from Gideon: Section 27.1.1, Stage 1: Part A(3) states that the Bidder must be an EME or QSE with BBBEE level of 2 or higher and that is a pre-qualifying criteria. Non-compliance means immediate disqualification. However, in Section 27.1.1, Stage 1, Part A(4) it is stated that if the Bidder is not an EME or QSE, then such a bidder entity must sub-contract a minimum of 30% to an EME or QSE, which implies that a non-EME/QSE entity may bid. Please clarify if a non-EME/QSE entity with a BBBEE level 2 rating may bid and sub-contract a minimum of 20% to an EME or QSE?

Gideon: Hi. How is the status of stakeholder engagement regarding the generation licenses?

Philip: Hi. Please provide the Supply Chain status.

Debra: Hi. I will.

Saficka: Hi. I will.

Nalata: Hi. We can't hear.

Amit: Hi. Can we hear?
Will the attendance register be made available after the meeting?

Will the scope of work include undertaking a new waste characterisation study to confirm/compare with what was done during Feasibility Study?

Are we to get an attendance register - everyone on the call should sign their details in the chat for you i.e. Andrew Carr Sabesanaza and waste management experience and resources? Please work with the clarifications on section 3.1 are the requirements for 1 resource one with Waste to Energy Experience.
Telephone Meggi 4/2 11:30 AM
Please assist with the clarification on section 5.1 are the requirements for
Waste to Energy Experience
and waste management experience

Shawn McNaughton 4/2 15:30 PM
Glenmore Trustmor from Royal Macaroni (DH) attended

Anis 4/2 16:40 AM
Is there rail connectivity to the proposed site(s), or is the rail a greenfield development?

Patrick O'Neil 4/2 17:47 AM
Has the land been identified for the proposed WTE plant?

Phyllis Kong 4/2 19:41 AM
Philip Kong From Royal Macaroni (DH) amended

Alex 4/2 19:53 AM
Has apologises I have not read the feas study, has collaboration between cities/municipal been
considered? Is it an option? Economies of scale can assist.

Patrick O'Neil 4/3 11:44 AM
Has a there any deadline till which one can send questions vis a vis RFP?

Marilyn Sender 4/3 11:43 AM
Hi Alfre - I'm back on line to discuss SCM issues when you are done with addressing technical
queries.

Daniel Parent 4/3 19:08 AM
Well answered. Thanks.
Daniel: 4/9 11:48 AM
Well received. Thanks.

Andrew: 4/9 11:48 AM
Andrew from PAEC here. Met Transnet yesterday and they will sign a long term service agreement on price and service.

Peter: 4/9 11:52 AM
What are everyone doing for weekend? :)

Alvin: 4/9 11:54 AM
Will the City provide a guarantee for the waste quality (CV) and volume?

Jorge joined the meeting.

Mamrie: 4/9 11:56 AM
Always the City will guarantee the waste volume.

Jorgen: 4/9 11:58 AM
Is a consolidated BBSB certificate required when a lead party responds with subcontractors?

Daniel: 4/9 12:00 PM
Please confirm 70% or 75% threshold for passing functionality (discrepancy in RFP).

Alvin: 4/9 12:00 PM
Agreed.

Werner: 4/9 12:00 PM
Agree.

Sue: 4/9 12:02 PM
Thank you for the briefing.

Colin: 4/9 12:04 PM
Thank you - keep safe.

Philip: 4/9 12:04 PM
Thank you for the briefing going well...

Philip left the conversation.
Thank you for the briefing going live...

Philip Kong left the conversation.

Lexus Pittroff 4:00 PM
Thank you.

Elke left the conversation.

Benjamin Rossow (GFA) left the conversation.

Olivia Johnson left the conversation.

Lisa Green left the conversation.

Adi Soesasta left the conversation.

HUGC, YU-PE (GFA) left the conversation.

Goga left the conversation.

drew left the conversation.

galena.bravnik@idibus.com 4:00 PM
Thank you for the session - Atted

Reve left the conversation.

Always R Nakalee left the conversation.

therockk93@kogoswap.com has left the meeting.

HUGC, YU-PE (GFA) joined the meeting.

HUGC, YU-PE (GFA) left the conversation.

Sang OFFS left the conversation.

Meeting ended 3:32 AM 4:00 PM

Meeting

Recording by Yuri Korene